
	  

WINDBROKE ACADEMY – ART LESSON 3 – SCALE & PROPORTION 

Scale and proportion in art are both concerned with size. 
Scale refers to the size of an object (a whole) in relationship to another object (another whole). 
In art the size relationship between an object and the human body is significant. In 
experiencing the scale of an artwork we tend to compare its size to the size of our own 
bodies. Proportion refers to the relative size of parts of a whole (elements within an object). 
We often think of porportions in terms of size relationships within the human body. 
 
Georgia O’Keefe Look up this American artist and her work.  One famous on is called Oriental 
Poppies. It is an example of how this artist painted little things, very big. Why would someone 
do that? Had you ever noticed the details in the center of a flower before?   
 
ASSIGNMENT; Pick any object and draw a piece of it LARGER, be sure to include details and 
the correct proportions.  
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